1 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume 1, 1867, http://web.stanford.edu/~davies/Symbsys100 Spring0708/Marx-Commodity-Fetishism.pdf. December 2015: http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/dec/17/uk-yemen-civil-war-armssales-saudi-arabia). Yet, when the EU parliament voted for an arms embargo on Saudi Arabia, David Cameron reassured the arms company BAE systems that he would continue to help it sell 'brilliant things' to the country (R. Mason, "David Cameron boasts of 'brilliant' UK arms exports to Saudi Arabia' The Guardian, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/feb/25/david-cameronbrilliant-uk-arms-exports-saudi-arabia-bae. 2016) Downing Street. 4 The arms industry is given an appearance of civility through the hierarchical rituals of the establishment. Arms fairs are an extension of this. How to strip away the polite veneer?
The dada poet, Hugo Ball wrote, 'All satire and irony lead back to naivety.' 5 She started visiting arms fairs as an 'official war artist'. There was nothing official about her status -the title was self-appointed. That this was sufficient to bypass apparently stringent security checks indicates that the idea of the 'artist' has a cultural kudos that is particularly useful to institutions. The UK arms fair, DSEI, even offered to exhibit her work on the strength of the application. The offer was withdrawn as soon as they saw the drawings -indeed she was asked to leave. Following this, she gained access as a 'researcher' by submitting a sham abstract to a 'conference' that was taking place within the fair as part of a growing association between arms manufacturers and universities. The invitation was cancelled when she submitted the full paper. She now gets in as the managing director of a fictitious arms company by wearing a suit and paste pearls.
Art and university research, like a pinstriped suit, are often part of a veneer of civilization that normalizes war. As Walter Benjamin observed, 'There is no document of civilization which is not at the same time a document of barbarism.' 6 We begin by looking at the ways art and IR collude in the business of war. Then we use the drawings as a starting point to imagine a critical collaboration between art, activism and IR.
What is the point of art?
' Art has an ambiguous role in capitalism. Separated from mainstream production by historical circumstances, it has an ethereal aura that at times provides a cloak for corruption. The dada artist George Grosz described this when he railed against 'the cloud-cuckoo-land tendencies of so-called sacred art… while military leaders painted in blood.' 8 Yet art also offers methods that are particularly suited to conveying the brutal excesses of capitalism. To understand this contradictory potential, it is necessary to look back at the historical disconnection of art from society.
The modern, western idea of art emerged in the C18th and C19th as a defensive reaction to the emphasis on reason in the enlightenment, and mass production in the industrial revolution. 9 The word 'aesthetic' was coined in tandem, borrowed from the Greek to describe aspects of sensuous experience and expression overlooked by rational enquiry. 10 As part of the division of labour in the C19th, art was defined as a realm of specialized aesthetic production. As a result art has come to represent a zone of sensuous experimentation and play, apparently unfettered by the demands of industrial and academic production. The freedom is relative -although art appears to be separate from capitalism, it is inevitably entangled within it. As Julian Stallabrass points out, high-end art offers a speculative market that mirrors the financial markets while giving capitalism a bohemian gloss. 11 Even so, it is undeniable that the historical separation of art from industrial production has given artists an unusual degree of freedom, and this holds out the possibility that artistic practice might be put to radical use. The playwright Bertolt Brecht argued that art has the potential to reveal the inner workings of capitalism, 'discovering the causal complexes of society/unmasking the prevailing view of things of those in power.' 12 And, indeed, there is a reason that art might be public life performance,' 29 the acting out of public, professional roles. Harris describes a 'miserable gap' between the expectations of how these performances should look, and the way that individual bodies perform, usurped by conflicting emotions and drives. 30 Sylvester: The weapons that are set about also look bored. Inert, but potentially not inert at all, they are ponderous poke-ups here and there, something for the men to lean against and the women to play to. The anthropologist Veena Das is convinced that social researchers should descend into the ordinary more than we do, where much of life is experienced and recovered while researchers are looking higher up for significance. 32 A sense haunts these sketches that desultory arms fairs are part of the ordinariness that creeps over war. War veterans describe it as a lot of standing around, a lot of waiting: "My days passed sitting in the dust, throwing rocks into a bucket, missing, didn't matter." 33 Of course, there are hellbreaking moments of war, too. But let's not go there. This is a refined arms fair, after all. The sketches communicate the interregnums of war, moments when security sentries face nothing more threatening than an artist, a researcher with sketchbooks. people from a range of backgrounds presented diverse experiences of war. 36 In the future, such events could be held in galleries, museums, and contested public spaces.
Sylvester: Indeed, and invite the woman in the sketchbook who is reading in an arms fair. No matter her motives, at that moment she is defying all efforts to get her into the weapons game and out of a book.
Gibbon: Yes, but here comes that security guard.
'It's you, again. You and your drawings have been linked to protest. Get out'.
It is the guard's task to keep art, research and protest separated.
The challenge is to bring them together.
April 1, 2010.
